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We're in need of another Enlightenment. We need to evolve to another level very soon… We all need to
step up. The last Enlightenment happened because of the printing press. The Internet is that, potentially.
-- Steven Soderbergh, July 2014

Seeing the World in New Ways
The worldwide reach of the Internet enables green ideas as a powerful ‘value add’ to politics and
business as they exists today. Old ways of thinking, ‘business-as-usual’, prevails but green networking as
an alternative offers a vision that is urgently needed.
Starting in the 1960s, first as an upstart movement focused on the West Coast of the US, a
counterculture then cyberculture1 has kept on “keeping on”. A “greening” of culture, a legacy of the 60s,
now a net counterculture, keeps on expanding frontiers in a liberating, digitally connected world. Linking
is a new science2. Social networking3, transnational and international connections4 and disruptive
‘bursts’5 of ideas are creating a new norm.

In Parts 1 and 2 of a green eOS, we spoke of the socially connected Internet enabling waves of change
reshaping old ways of politics, economics and even dogmatic religion. Greens are taking up the
challenge to change the world and “speak truth to power”. Whether in politics, religion, business,
education or simple day-to-day living, green values are pushing policies and ideas for change. Green
practices in effect are impacting business and life at every level and better use of Internet technology/IT
and the worldwide web by greens will act to reshape the world as it is. Online sharing of green best
practices, an eco operating system, brings successful models and templates as green solutions to a
world that needs to move beyond ‘old ways’ of doing politics and business.
A big picture vision is needed and greens are the ones to present a transformative vision as an
“overview”, a green belief in interconnectivity. We speak of the ecology of our planet, a biosphere
where “it’s all connected”, a global planetary reality greens hold worth protecting and sustaining.
While around us we experience a seeming endless cycle of “perpetual war,” “War, Inc.” with trillions
spent on weapon systems, invasions, occupations, excursions, and inevitable blowback, the voices for
sanity who argue for saner, smarter policies include greens who put forward alternatives to failed
policies. Green parties are now organized in over 100 countries6 and green values, policies and practices
are presenting considered, far-reaching and needed solutions.
In eOS, we propose to extend the Internet and its connectivity and multiply a green vision and green
ideas, to take green best practices and share them via the worldwide web, social media and mobile
‘anywhere, everywhere, always on’ channels of communication. Green paths to peace and prosperity
deserve to be widely considered, on the merits, in opposition to failed policies of the past.

Global Citizen
We propose thinking like a “global citizens”, citizens of the planet. An “overview”7 of our planet is a
starting point. We see our earth as an oasis in space, a wondrous system, a biosphere of connected life
forms, of which we are an integral part. We speak of caring for all people on the planet, not just “our
people.” Greens look to be “patriotic” to community and nation – and go deeper to act for peace,
resolution of conflict, to offer life affirming values and far-sighted action on behalf of today’s world and
generations to come.
Greens see the “big picture” and recognize connections that link us together. “Think globally, act
locally”8 is a common belief as greens often speak of grassroots politics and day-to-day decisions that
are meaningful and measurable as we look to make waves with rippling power. Greens are not naïve, we
recognize “bad actors” and threats, irrational, violent extreme behavior and need for defense, while we
also recognize old ways of security haven’t worked. Yet, we bring optimism that new answers for old
problems are possible.
With the worldwide web and its unique cross-border connectivity, citizen of the planet can share
content/media/messaging in historically unprecedented ways. We have the potential to re-make and reform ideologies and powers-that-be. Green politics is primed to take it to the ‘next level’ – beyond the
limits of nations, conflicts, wars and harsh conditions ‘on the ground.’
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An expanding body of globally connected citizens9, netizens, is rapidly moving beyond previous eras of
separation and issues of “us versus them” thinking. Limitations of tribe, ethnicity, religious dogma,
nationalism are being confronted by the openness of the worldwide web. Now, with access to
knowledge and information, and online engagement via the expanding net’s infrastructure, a
proliferation of ideas, not weapons, is transforming old ways of doing business. Business-as-usual is
being seen for what it is, and green values are making more and more sense in a new linked world. The
interconnectedness greens have been advocating philosophically is becoming a reality as the worldwide
net rolls out. The connectivity of the Internet is fostering a global village and prompting the realization
that we are all in this together.

Open Data Movement
The future is already here. New ways of seeing and sharing, for example, are embedded in the open
data movement. Open Data resources10 are pointing toward a new evolving democratic network.
The open data movement is flourishing even as nations, military and surveillance organizations,
corporations and other groups attempt to access, legally and illegally, the online activity and behavior of
online users. As we discussed in eOS Part Two, the users of the net are often being tracked and privacy
rights are increasingly at risk. The sharing of data/content is at times a danger zone11 and threats to the
net12 on multiple fronts are present and real.
Yet efforts to spy on, restrict, limit and otherwise stop the spread of the Internet/World Wide Web13 as
an open sharing network are bound to fail with netizen engagement. As awareness of the Internet’s
systems and a privacy rights movement14 grow, greens should continue advocating an expansion of
rights, a core belief in the US Green and Euro Green platforms, and be out-in-front on behalf of a digital
Bill of Rights15 and, as WWW originator Tim Berners-Lee has called for, an online Magna Carta16.
Greens should be in the forefront of an international/global movement to expand Internet rights, as we
have advocated in our Green platforms to expand human/civil/environmental rights. Greens as global
citizens, interactive netizens, have the Internet and its digital extensions to enable a new enlightenment,
with advocacy of reason and science, information and knowledge.

Planet Stewardship
Green perspective has never been more critically important, even vital, as we talk how best to employ
the tools of the Internet and look to our planet as a common ground community. We share a mutual
defense pact, as it were, to look out for the health of the planet as a community. When it comes to
threats to security, ‘national security’ is no longer merely self-interest. The fact is it’s no longer the 19th
century or the 20th century with millions of deaths attributable to extremes of nationalism.
Greens speak of security threats beyond nationalism, debilitating wars, denial of science, global
warming/climate change, rising seas, extreme environmental threats, nuclear risks, resource depletion,
biodiversity devastation, water shortage and more. Greens are the ones who have raised concerns that
need to be raised and are not exclusive to any one nation. Green beyond-the-horizon thinking is global
citizenship, a reality check that says we need to re-think and act in different ways if we are to solve
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problems we’ve created (to restate the familiar quotation attributed to Albert Einstein -- “We cannot
solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them.”)
Let’s look at one global citizen initiative that is not traditionally associated with greens but could be an
example of how greens can ‘elevate’ a green vision in new ways to benefit all of us on earth, in this case,
via democratization of earth science/open data being delivered from space17.
The recent launch of the first “Orbiting Carbon Observatory-2”18 will provide, beginning late in 2014, a
stream of data monitoring the carbon dioxide in the earth’s atmosphere in a 360° survey that will be the
most comprehensive ever undertaken. Here is where ‘global citizens’ have an opportunity to access
open data that can demonstrate an ‘existential security threat.’ The data will be made available to us,
the public, to study, analyze in case studies, report on and project threat levels into the future. The OCO
open data will provide a first time, first ever opportunity for a green ‘army’ to go into the field and wage
a scientific campaign to protect (a new definition of) common-ground security, that is, security for all of
us, the biosphere of earth.
Choose a challenge that works for you and use the data… perhaps focus on your latitude/longitude, e.g.,
check out the carbon signature over your city or go further with the data that is now being made openly
available to study and report, tag, distribute and share as nextgen #earthsciences -- OCO-2 and the
challenge to join in19 and micro-satellites delivering a nextgen of earth monitoring and earth systems
awareness20.
The ‘greening’ of our culture, our politics, business and environment is to watch greens @work. Going
forward, the green counterculture will always be an alternative to destructive policies. Green work will
offer choices, options, new ways to approach problems we have inherited. A green way is going beyond
borders (like the organization, Doctors Without Borders) and thinking of us all together and our
common needs and issues.

Greens and Science
One of the guiding principles of green thought is a reasoned approach to identifying and solving
problems, whether simple or complex. The natural world is a system of systems, and to interact
successfully, in harmony with our natural world as it were, we need to manage carefully. It has been said
that “you can manage only what you can measure” and to manage with success in the natural world, we
need to measure carefully. Greens need to look at science as a way to interact with our earth systems
for successful, sustainable results. With a touch humility, knowing we will never know for certain exactly
how earth systems work, the green way is to interact with nature on several levels of awareness – such
that our senses play a part, our feelings play a part, and science plays a part. We are just beginning to
geo-monitor the ''thin atmosphere'' of earth and our biosphere from space21, a whole earth point of
view.
In the bigger picture, an overview of earth brings a realization that has come to those who have seen the
wonder of earth from space, suspended blue-green with its thin atmosphere seemingly fragile in the
vacuum and against a background of deep space.
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Beginning with first ever images of our home planet, Earth22, taken from the Apollo era23, greens have
taken the iconic Apollo images of earth, our first “overview” and have gone far from the 60’s Whole
Earth catalog and roll out of personal computers. Greens of all stripes are at work these days greening
politics and business, bringing forth serious, credible ideas and policies in a connected world.
From an ecological perspective, conscious of the interdependence of life and environment and the
necessity of a sustainable eco-nomics, we have a world of reasons to support #earthsciences,
#greenvalues, and #greenbestpractices. An eOS, an eco operating system, utilizing the full scope of the
Internet/World Wide Web, is there for all of us as a tool in a green #planetcitizen tool kit.
The founding Green Party platform24 of the US Green Party, in its structure and focus on democratic
participation, social justice and environmental/economic sustainability, is based on an ecology that sees
us all together. A thriving global, open Internet has the potential to become an e-platform for Green
platforms across the planet as we link up and join together to create waves of change.
When we speak of a Blue Marble, a Pale Blue Dot, our home25, I hear blue-green citizens. We can all be
#planetcitizens.
ΩΩΩΩ
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